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HIGH GRADE GOLD CUT AT POLARIS TAKU - Bradford ~ooke ,  
p r e s i d e n  1 .  

reports Canarc Resource Corp. has intersected high grade gold 
mheraliution in the C Vein 6 the first holes in ib; 1954 driing 
pmgram at tbe Hl@%-owned rtv located near 
Atlin. norfhwest B.C. Hob-gnificant as they 
arc step-outs OD the 6 Vein to the northeast establishing the cold 
miner&ution remains open dong strike in this direccon. ?he 
grades exceed the cut-off gdc of 0.2 oz.goldlbn even though the C 
Vein was intersected within the less attractive sedimentary host 
rocks. Holes PC-94-36 to 39 are interesting because they are 
consistently high grade at the deepest level, yet tested by drilling in 
the C Vein. Ibe more attractive volcanic host rocks and higher grade 
gold intercepts indicate tbe gold deposit is still open at depth 

A total of 29 drill holes were completed in the 1994 program. 
including eight holes in the C Vein (above), five holes in the Y Vein 
and 16 holes in the new North Zone, where drilling cut gold-baring 
vein structures up to 60 feet in core width. True widths in the C Vein 
for the intersections reported above range from 64% to 94% of the 
core intervals. More assays are expected by mid-November. 

Canarc shares began trading on the TSE on 3Nov94. (SEE 
GCNL N0.192.Oct.6/94. P.1 mR PREVIOUS PROJECI. DETAILS) --- .- - 
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